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On Surface Electromagnetic Waves in Systems with Nonuniform

Irpedance

V. I. TALANaJ

Izvestiia VUZ M4V0, Radiofizika, vol. 2, No. 1, 1959, pp 132-133

is known, nonuniformities in the surface impedance [12: in unshielded
.retacrrg systems generally lead to the transformation of the surface wave
energy Lu.to radiation field energy [23. 'reover, there are cases when the
system with a nonuniform impedance permits the existence of surface waves,

which are analogous to surface waves in systems with uniform impedance with
respect to both the field configuration and in that they are normal waves
orthogonal to fields of other types.

As an exanple, let us analyze two-dimensional waves with the conponent

H Z 0 (r, P, z are cylindrical coordinates) within the two-sided angleZ

(• = 0, ' - %, 0 <' 0 " 2n) on the faces of which are prescribed the homogen-
0

eous boundary conditions

r - Z(l)(r)H I Z (r)H
r ZjP ' Er Z1= 0 r~c'

Let the surface impedances Z(l) z(2) depend on the r coordinate as

ZU) i lZ z(2) 2 Z (Inq.,q- m q• o)-

(k cVi;Z 0 3C .± are the parameters of the homogeneous medium
filling t.e space between the faces). The fcilcwing functions will be solutions

of the wa'/e. equation for H
Z

(1) j %"' (kr)Fq sin '-.yP - ccs V 1m mrr

where '(kr) is the Hankel function of order c of the first and secondV

kind and v are the roots of the characteristic equation

(2) (qlq2 - v)tan v. . •v(ql + q2)

In ad.tition to an infinite nnmber of real roots, equation (2) has either one

or V'.o n re im-aginary roots vk = iv ` .or daefL,.ate values of -ie parameters

2 ýnd the angle 9'P hc crepn" th e , which correspond -o waves similar ;c slow waves
between two parallel inpedance planes.

j. the particular case when q, q, q> 9 0 along with The eigen-

fun-ý;ions (1) for v,.- , (M - 1,2,3,...), zhe following;.functions will also
0
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be solutions

(3) H W H(1,2) (kr) e q'(3 z 0 iq

These functions describe a field decreasing exponentially ir. azimuth 'P and
independent of the mngle Io . The latter can be taken. eq'aal- to n say,

which corresponds to the two-sided angle becoming a plane. it is not dffi'cult0l Ito shin:, -.hat the functions H (,9 (m= 1,2,.. adHorm an

orthogorAl system in the interval (0 i 'P ' )

Under the condition that exp(-qo 0)<<. 1, the face IP - ' 0 plays

almost no part in the formation of the wave (3). Hence, we arrive at a sur-

face wave with a cylindrical. front which is propagated along a plane with a

nonuniform impedance.

Substituzing the asympitotic expressions D3I in (3) for the Hankel func-

tions with large arguments kr ; q , we obtain the eigenfunctions

(ii IFi~--~ + =r) exp r~i fk . -l + Q (r) dr --q9P + CJ

which describe surface waves with slowly vawying amplitude and phase rate. C

is a coistant and Q(r) u• in (4)

system considered is the simplest model of a nonuniform, retarding

structure which permits the picture of wave propagation to be described suffic-

iently graphically. Moreover, it is of known interest from the viewpoint of

certaia applications a0c. Thus, for example, the use in plane antennas of

surface waves of retarding systems with a surZace impedance varying as ,

affords the possibility not only of obtaining the required dimensions of the

effective antenna aperture but a2so (which is no less important) of making a

computation of the antanna just as in the computation of horn emitters.

The method used above of separating variables in curvilinear coordinates

(cylindrical in this case) can be used to solve problems of wave propagation

for certain other dependences of the surface impedance on the coordinate, which

are related in a definite way to the Lame parameters for the appropriate coord-

inate system. It should here be kept in mind that nonuniform waves, localized

to some degree or other at the impedance surfaces, cannot in the general case

also have the character of surface fields such as (3) which decrease monotonic-

ally and rapidly enough (purely exponentially, say) upon removal from the
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surf ace in the direction of the change of the appropriate cu~rviLlinear coordinate.
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